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Abstract— Cloud computing has many advantages such as IT 

resource sharing, excellent scalability, flexibility and high 

automation level. Because of these advantages, cloud computing is 

rapidly becoming the Internet technology future. However, the reuse 

of the software components in cloud computing has been 

underachieving for many reasons, some of which involve multiple 

issues, such as the representations of program components, 

matching of requirements with existing programs, and so on. 

Software components contain code that can usually be executed only 

on specific platforms and an interface which supply the unique 

access to the component. [1] The code describes the operations that 

the component will perform when requested and the required input 

for the component to work correctly. A Software Component as a 

Service (SCaaS) combines the concept of cloud computing and 

software reuse. SCaaS delivers software components over the web. A 

SCaaS user uploads software components to the cloud; then, the 

SCaaS provider makes these components available on demand 

typically through a licensing model [1]. As with any cloud service 

model, SCaaS involves security challenges such as accountability, 

confidentiality, and integrity. Moreover, because a SCaaS may store 

user-specific data, it introduces an additional security threat: these 

components may contain malicious code. In this paper, a cloud that 

meets the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) requirements 

(accountability, confidentiality, and integrity) was built. Also, 

sandboxing techniques was introduced to testing components before 

storing them in the cloud. Proxy broadcast re-encryption for 

securing data in untrusted media was used. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; Security; SCaaS; Threats; 

Sandboxing, Proxy re-encryption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A cloud is a computing resources pool such as storage 
devices, servers, application development platforms, virtual 
machines and load balancers that are shared among cloud users. 

The cloud’s data security is a key challenge that acts as an 
obstacle to broader implementation of cloud computing. Cloud 
services grant business / personal users to utilize software and 
hardware controlled by third parties remotely. Cloud computing 
achieves computing as a service by providing a pool of resources 
that can be assigned to users dynamically on demand [2,3].  

In most engineering efforts, systems are designed by reusing 
existing components previously utilized in other systems. In 

contrast, software engineering initially focused more on original 
development, but now the industry has recognized that creating 
better software more quickly and at a lower cost requires a 
design process based on regular software reuse. Consequently, 
there has been a concerted effort to switch to reuse-based 
development over the past years. Recently, researchers have 
combined the concept of cloud computing and software reuse to 
create a new cloud layer called a Software Component as a 
Service (SCaaS) [1]. El-Khouly explains in his research "the 
proposed new layer will be utilized to reuse software 
components, i.e., modular and reusable software components 
are expected to provide a substantial role in evolving software 
construction processes and scale down software building time to 
market"[1]. The purpose of this paper is to implement SCaaS as 
a new layer and design a security framework that fulfills the 
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) requirements, ensuring 
accountability, confidentiality, and integrity. Security 
framework and sandboxing techniques was implemented and 
applied to a GitHub benchmark dataset containing 708 software 
components, 320 of which include malware and 388 of which 
are "clean code" [4]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Security concerns and Access Control 

Popovic et al. [5], Holloway et al. [6], R. Curtmola et al. [7] 
have lectured single attribute of cloud computing security, i.e. 
authentication, data integrity, auditing vulnerabilities. Popovic 
et al. [5], Holloway et al. [6], afford many studies which 
addresses cloud security issues in definite fields and put future 
resolutions to these concerns. Foster et al. [8] studied similar 
cloud security concerns as stated in Popovic et al. [5], Holloway 
et al. [6], have been clarified but with more in-depth studies. In 
P. Mell et al, [9], Ferraiolo et al [10] made many studies on cloud 
security needs have been explained for instance; integrity, 
transparency, availability, confidentiality, and assurance 
accountability. L. Youseff [11] studies were made for various 
security problems of the service delivery models (PaaS, IaaS, 
and SaaS). Holloway et al. [6], D. Catteddu [12], explained the 
security challenges dedicated to the “public clouds.” Mishra et 
al. [13], categorized the security issues in the cloud according to 
the PaaS, or IaaS SaaS cloud structure and their services models. 
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B. Intrusion Prevention systems IPS in Cloud 

Traditional Intrusion Prevention Systems IPS methods such 
as Artificial Intelligence (AI) based prevention, anomaly 
prevention or signature-based prevention can be utilized in 
Cloud. Signature-based prevention efforts to describe signatures 
(i.e., a set of rules) which can be utilized to choose that a specific 
pattern matches intruder behavior. In Cloud, signature-based 
intrusion prevention method may be utilized to prevent the 
already known attack. In addition to its utilization as either at the 
back end of Cloud to prevent external/internal intrusions or at 
front-end of Cloud to prevent external intrusions. Like the 
conventional network, it cannot be utilized to prevent 
ambiguous attacks in Cloud. Geeta et al. [14] Geeta et al. [15] 
reviewed Anomaly (or behavioral) prevention is afraid of 
classifying incidents that seem to be irregular concerning normal 
system behavior. The main factor for utilizing this method 
proficiently is to make rules to reduce the false alarm rate for the 
ambiguous in addition to the known attacks. Bakshi et. al [17] 
introduce an anomaly-based solution to decline intrusion in a 
real-time system, which evaluates protocol-based attack. 
Though, an optimization scope to decrease the quantity of IPS 
signatures. Mazzariello et. al. [18] introduced sparse intrusion 
prevention system to prevent the intrusion in real-time, 
effectively and efficiently. In their approach, data mining & 
behavior profile systems are naturally preserved to prevent the 
cooperative attack. Anomaly prevention approaches can be 
utilized for Cloud to prevent ambiguous attacks at various 
levels. In Cloud, numerous numbers of events (system level or 
network level) arise, which makes hard to control or monitor 
intrusions utilizing anomaly prevention technique. Lo CC et. al 
[19], Dutkevyach T et. al. [20], proposed anomaly prevention 
techniques which planned to detect intrusions at various layers 
of Cloud 

C. Sandboxing 

Oberheide et. al. [21] implement a cloud antivirus 
“CloudAV.” On their paper, they advocate and innovative a 
model for malware prevention on the end hosts relying on 
installing antivirus programs implemented in-cloud network 
service. The proposed model allows identification of 
unwanted/malicious software by various prevention engines 
simultaneously; they term their model by ‘N-version 
protection.’ Their tactic delivers some significant benefits 
comprising improved prevention of malicious software. 

D. Searchable Encryption (SE) 

The Symmetric searchable encryption approach was 
presented by R. Curtmola [22], who utilized the linear search (in 
the number of documents) by the server. They said that the 
system has several advantages: which are provably secure; they 
made query isolation and support controlled and hidden search; 
their system is fast and straightforward. But the system is not 
tested against the data leakage which arose from utilizing the 
search tokens provided to the server. M. Chase, S. Kamara [23] 
implement the first secure system with sub-linear search time 
utilizing the keywords as an index (an inverted index approach) 
and presented a reliable security structure for searching in 
encrypted data which converted to be the standard security idea 

for searchable-encryption in the last years. The keywords as an 
index method is very effective. It is also optimum for the number 
of processes that the server must do during a search. Many 
researchers depend Curtmola S. Kamara et. al [24] K. Kurosawa 
[25] on their work. But from other reviews point of view, they 
found that system has limitation. 

III. SECURITY MODEL TO SECURE SCAAS (SM-

SCAAS) 

 
Figure 1 Security Model  

Figure 1 shows the five modules the proposed security model 

will work with.  

A. Authentication and authorization 

The proposed system ensures session key establishment and 

mutual authentication, among the SCaaS. users and identity 

management.  The user sends a login request to the SCaaS. 

When receiving it, the server transmits some data 

(authentication data) built on this exact user. The SCaaS web-

server transmits the onetime key through HTTPS. The user 

authenticates the server. Then the server authenticates the user 

according to data sent by the user. strong authentication must 

be implemented, so username and password plus any another 

kind of authentication method must be utilized, a digital 

signature was chosen. First factor: user knowledge (username 

and password). Second factor: user possession (Digital 

certificate). mandating second-factor decline user from 

Defeating password by guessing/cracking 

B. Prevention Systems 

Prevention systems are important to be implemented; IPS and 

Malware protection in the SCaaS. The success of the proposed 

Intrusion Prevention System will depend upon the techniques 

utilized. First, the system used threats based (Signature Based) 

Intrusion Prevention, then Anomaly based Intrusion 

Prevention. The signatures were collected fulfil the threats 

affecting the cloud. The threats were classified as low regarding 

integrity; medium regarding availability and finally high related 

to confidentiality. Confidentiality was classified as high 

because the loss of confidentiality can cause a severe effect on 

the image of the provider and trustiness between the providers 
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and users of the cloud. Afterwards, integrity was classified as 

low in comparison with the lower impact of confidentiality and 

availability. Loss of integrity arose from various causes i.e. 

user/software errors, in addition to equipment failure.  

C. Malware protection 

The proposed malware protection system is utilizing a database 

of known malware signatures. These signatures state the 

malware impact and how to rectify it. If the anti-malware 

system detects files matching the predefined definition, it’ll 

mark it as feasible malware. Which implies a better approach to 

clean known threats, but it requests frequent updates to ensure 

that the program recognizes newly developed malware. All the 

files the malware protection work with is in three states known 

as clean, infected or ambiguous. The file is marked as infected 

if it matches the signatures database. The file is marked as clean 

if its behavior isn't suspicious and didn’t match any signature. 

The file is marked as unknown if its behavior is ambiguous so 

that it may be day zero attack. This file is passed to the Sandbox.  

D. Sandboxing 

The proposed sandbox is consisting of two stages, first 

prevention of day zero attacks malware; second know the 

privilege that software component needs to run. If the software 

needs higher privilege, then it may be malware component. A 

sandbox is an isolated area which programs could be run but 

can’t impact the running machines. After running the programs, 

its behavior could be known. In the proposed sandbox day zero 

attacks were tested which the anti-malware can’t detect it. After 

that, the software component was run to know which privilege 

this component requires. Least privilege is predefined to the 

sandbox. In the proposed sandbox, the runtime software for the 

programming languages “Microsoft, Java, phantom was 

installed. The idea of the Sandbox is to run different engines on 

the same machine. Different engines from different providers. 

The proposed approach embeds eight engines: 5 conventional 

antivirus engines (Norton, BullGuard, Panda, Avira, Kaspersky, 

and two behavioural engines (Norman Sandbox and 

CWSandbox). The sandbox is connected to the internet to get 

last updates from malware list. Setting up every engine for the 

backend is an easy task and extending the backend with extra 

engines subsequently is easy. To evaluate the proposed 

approach, two different sources of data were utilized. First, a 

dataset of malicious software components was saved over a year 

from GitHub [4]. This dataset was utilized, to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the sandbox protection and reviewing 

prevention time taken the number of files moved by the network 

service. were studied, the value of the caching system, and the 

time were calculated the time it takes the prevention engines to 

examine files. Also, deployment data were utilized to determine 

the forensic abilities of the approach. 

E. Proxy re-encryption 

Confidentiality is one of the five terms of Information Assurance 

(IA) critical information should be released to authorized users 

only. To build the SCaaS layer, all data in the cloud must be 

confidential must be ensured. To ensure this, proxy re-

encryption technique was utilized. But when applying this 

technique, it found that proxy broadcast re-encryption must be 

applied. Proxy re-encryption works one to one; sender sends the 

file to the specific user. But in proposed scenario, some 

broadcast technique is needed because it is known which 

receiver will download the file. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) 

enables a semi-trusted proxy to spontaneously convert a 

sender’s ciphertext to a receiver’s ciphertext without learning 

anything about the plaintext. PRE is utilized in many 

applications, such as distributed file systems cloud data sharing 

systems, email forward systems. When utilizing PRE, it must be 

known which user wants to download the file (software 

component) for key exchange and re-encryption key. This 

process will be difficult in handling keys and implementation. 

So, after doing many literature reviews, PBRE (proxy broadcast 

re-encryption) was utilized. In PBRE sender’s key can be 

utilized for many receivers. The sender trusts the server, so his 

public key is known to the server. The server will generate re-

encryption key from server’s private key and sender public key. 

And then encrypt the file with this key.  If the server got a request 

to download a file, it decrypts the file, and then re encrypt it 

again with receiver public key and send it to the receiver, the 

receiver then decrypt the file with its private key [7] as shown in 

figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2 Proxy re-encryption 

F. Searchable encryption 

Implementing an agent is not within the scope of this parer . But 

the agent can search in the encrypted data stored in the server 

must learn how. After reviewing many papers, that the most 

effective technique was found is when the user upload it’s data 

he will write a short description and keywords. These keywords 

will be saved in the database in clear text which will be utilized 

in the searching techniques utilized by the agent. Each software 

component will be described, the fields of the keywords are 

obligatory in the input process. a readymade was integrated 

agent written  with C programing language [26]. 
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IV. THE SECURITY MODEL WORKFLOW  
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Figure 3 SCaaS workflow 

 

The workflow as follow: 

1- Registration for Data owner and Data Consumer 

a. Data owner, Data Consumer register to SCaaS 

b. SCaaS generate Key Pair 

2- Data owner, Data Consumer, receive Key Pair Public key 

and Certificate sign request CRS 

3- Web server forward CRS to trusted authority local CA 

4- CA validate CRS  

5- CA transfer certificate to the web server 

6- Web server transfer certificate to Do, Data Consumer 

7- Data owner, Data Consumer, have now client certificate 

Two work case scenarios: 

- First, uploading the data second downloading the data. 

1- Web server enforces two-factor auth. Firstly by utilizing 

client certificate secondly by utilizing username and 

password 

2- After user auth. Data owner fill the form and write 

keywords which describe the components and then upload 

the file through TLS tunnel 

3- Traffic will pass to IPS to check the behaviors. 

4- File will pass to Malware detection:  

a. If the file is marked as unknown then it will be 

forwarded to the sandbox., Sandbox will check for 

privilege need to run this file and will check for 

virus, if the file is clean it will be forwarded to proxy 

b. If file is clean it be forward to proxy 

c. If file is infected, it will be dropped. and Sandbox 

will update the malware protection signature 

database with the signature of the infected file. 

5- The proxy will encrypt the file utilizing PBRE (proxy 

broadcast re-encryption) technique and save it to the 

storage. 

6- Keywords will be saved in a database for further 

searching with an agent. 

Second Data Consumer wants to download the file from SCaaS: 

1- After the registration process  

2- Web server will transmit a request to TA to check for 

authentication 

3- Web server will inform Data owner that Data Consumer 

want to download his file and send the Public key to the 

Data Consumer 

4- Data owner will generate Re-encryption key utilizing his 

private key and public key for the Data Consumer 

5- Data owner will send it to the web server through TLS 

tunnel 

6- Web server will forward Re-encryption key to the proxy 

7- Proxy will decrypt the file utilizing PBRE (proxy broadcast 

re-encryption) technique. 

8- DC will receive the file and decrypt it is utilizing his 

private key. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Introduction 

In this paper, four main sets of experiments have been 

conducted to develop the proposed security model separately. 

After that, the four modules, the calculated time and accuracy 

were integrated. Then the total time taken for the four modules 

to calculate the availability of SCaaS were calculated. The first 

set of experiments is developed to evaluate the prevention 

systems. Data were taken from Information Security Forum 

(ISF) [27] have been utilized to train the prevention system. 

Eighteen signatures categories were trained and evaluated in the 

first experiment. The second experiment is conducted to 

evaluate the proposed methodology for sandboxing to know 

behaviors of day zero attacks and least privilege. The third 

experiments are conducted to evaluate and ensure the data 

confidentiality. After all, all these systems were integrated 

together to make the security framework. This chapter presents 

details about these experiments and the proposed system 

evaluation.  

B. Access Control 

The authentication method utilized is dual factor 
authentication. username and password are first factor while 
second factor is a digital certificate. Request userid and 
password. Hash password Retrieve stored user-id and hashed 
password the Compare after that Make a function call to a 
network-based authentication service. System Stores User-ids 
and Passwords. Passwords stored in a database table. User-id 
stored in plaintext Password stored hashed. Centralized 
management of access controls. LDAP Active Directory, 
Microsoft's LDAP. Access Control system tested against 
Attacks Intruders will try to bypass, trick access controls, 
defeat to spoil their targets. Attack objectives were found to 
guess credentials malfunction of access controls or Bypass 
access controls or Replay known good logins. To avoid 
Password Cracking frequent password changes, controls on 
hashed password files, salting hash. To avoid Malicious Code, 
anti-virus and anti-spyware were utilized. For Spoofing and 
Masquerading, the firewall to drop forged packets were 
configured.  
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C. Evaluation of sandboxing 

The proposed sandboxing was tested using different numbers 

of engines at the same time, when enabling the 12 machines like 

the researches in [21] made it takes about 78% of the processing 

memory. Other experiments were made by enable one engine 

ant a time then the time and processor performance were 

calculated.  Many experiments were made until we found that 

running five programs at the same time gives the optimum 

outputs. The below table shows Detection rate for five common 

antivirus programs as a role of the age of the malware samples 

as shown in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Detection rate over malware samples 

After that the accuracy of the proposed sandbox was calculated 

over three-month malware samples as shown in figure 5 

 
Figure 5 the accuracy of proposed sandbox over 3-months 

 

D. Evaluation of Prevention Systems 

In the literature review, prevention systems are utilized to know 

the behaviors of the traffic comes to the cloud. All the cloud 

providers must insert prevention systems. Prevention systems 

evaluated for intrusion prevention systems and malware 

prevention systems. In Intrusion prevention systems each threat 

is required to train system before utilizing it by performing 

some training samples. Then this trained system was put in the 

framework. Second evaluations are for malware prevention 

system. the same tests Were made but with different datasets. 

The accuracy of different datasets was then tested. Predefined 

datasets were utilized [4] consists of 188 samples for different 

malware. Training and testing data are collected from many 

users over different days. In Malware prevention system the 

evaluation is done on dataset. Experiments, training and testing 

data are collected from different users over different days. IPS 

and the time taken were evaluated to scan the traffic against the 

number of signatures. False Positive FPs or False Negative FNs 

happen to IPS were analyzed as shown in figure 6 and 7, 

Malware prevention and sandbox with real traffic and 

investigates their frequencies at all FPs and FNs. attack types 

were classified, and the most 19 attack which affects the cloud 

like DDoS, buffer overflow, Web attack, scan.  

 
Figure 6 Attack Ranking on FP 

 
Figure 7 Attack Ranking FN 

After implementing the above prevention systems, the time 

taken was calculated to measure the availability. After doing 

many experiments found that enable all the signatures in the 

system will impact the performance and all the signatures in the 

prevention system will affect the time. many experiments were 

made to enable only the most threat that has higher hit count 

and the ones that affect the cloud as summarized in table 1. IPS, 

the malware prevention and sandboxing were disabled. This is 

considered as the optimum time the file taken to upload and 

save to the file storage system. After that all the signatures were 

enabled which are 30070 it takes 600 seconds which is 10 

minutes, the signatures were filtered according to the kind of 

operating system work on SCaaS (windows) and the kind of 

software component uploaded, and the kind of files uploaded. 

And after all, the result from this filtration was 908 signatures 
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will optimum because it fulfills all the categories in 150 

seconds. 

 
Table 1 comparison between no of signatures and time took 

Number of Signatures Time taken in Minutes 

30070 10 

20010 8.6 

10342 6.6 

5043 3.8 

1276 3 

908 2.5 

200 1.5 

0 1 

 

VI. SECURITY POLICY APPROACHES: 

- Balanced security and availability 908 signature It is an 

optimal policy regarding security and availability. This 

policy has around 908 rules enabled, some of them only 

generate events whereas others generate events as well as 

drop the traffic. 

- Security over availability 20010 signature security over 

availability was prioritized, which increases the number of 

enabled rules which will affect the response time of the 

cloud. 

- Availability of security 200 signature If the priority is that 

the response time of the cloud is important rather than 

security, availability of security policy then could be 

chosen. which will reduce the number of enabled rules. 

- No Rule Active This option disables all rules. 

The first approach which is “Balanced security and availability” 

was chosen so 908 rules were applied over the dataset with 

different sizes. After testing each system separately, all these 

systems were integrated to propose the security framework the 

time was calculated for each step separately to calculate the 

availability time. For system performance evaluation, 708 

software components 320 malware and 388 clean codes and 

908 threats are utilized. The results are obtained utilizing a 10-

fold cross-validation technique in each system. The system 

detects accuracy by 90.67% while recognizes threats behaviors 

with 81.25% accuracy. The purpose of the experimentations is 

to prove the effectiveness of the whole security framework. 

Time for every subsystem is calculated to which will be 

compared to availability as shown in table 2. The experiments 

run a simulation, the features of the machine are as follows: 

First server for LDAP and Certificate authority server, Second 

server webserver. The third server is for prevention systems it 

consists of 2 virtual machines one for IPS and Malware second 

for sandboxing.  

 

Table 2 Average time verses apply 908 signature availabilities 

Data 

size 

Access 

Control 

Preventi

on 

system 

PBRE 

The system 

available 

after 

The 

system 

available 

after 

<5K 
57  

sec. 

150  

sec. 

45  

sec. 

252  

sec. 

4.2  

min 

5 – 

10 

K 

57  

sec. 

150  

sec. 

61.7 

sec. 

268.7  

sec. 

4.47  

min 

>10

K 

57  

sec. 

150  

sec. 

66.8 

sec. 

273.8  

sec. 

4.56  

min 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a security model was implemented to secure 

utilizing software component on cloud computing. Security 

model was divided into four sub-modules which are access 

control, prevention system, sandboxing and finaly proxy 

broadcast encryption. each module was implemented 

unaccompanied and assessed it. In addition, the time consumed 

by each module was calculate. Finally, all the systems and 

calculate the total time consumed was integrated. The time 

taken will impact the availability of the cloud. To know the 

accuracy of the system, all the signatures were disabled and 

calculate the time. afterward many signatures according to its 

relative correspondence were enabled and disabled, and its hit 

counts. And compare it with the non-security approach.  After 

many experiments, it is recognized that enabling 908 signature 

which had the highest hit count (After applying the security 

checks) led to that the system became slower by 68 % in 

comparison to non-applying of any security modules. balanced 

security and availability were applied which has 908 signatures. 
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